
Book Review

Leisure Experience and Human Development: A Dialectical Interpretation. Kleiber, D. A.
(1999). New York: Basic Books, (www.basicbooks.com)

The book, Leisure Experience and Human Development: A Dialectical Interpretation, by Doug
Kleiber, offers the reader a long-overdue discussion of leisure's role in human development across the
lifespan. A developmental psychologist by training, Kleiber posits two goals for the book: to show
how age-related changes affect one's leisure and to demonstrate how one's leisure experiences shape
personal growth. Key to the book's success, he takes an individual differences approach, accounting
for actual and conceivable variances in development due to gender, race, and socioeconomic status.
(The book, admittedly, is written from a Western point of view.) Kleiber prefaces his book with a
short discussion of how the concept of leisure has changed throughout history, ending with the
observation that "accountability demands" tend to govern much of current recreation professionals
lives, whether they are practitioners or academics.

Chapter 1, "The Many Faces of Leisure," examines modern definitions of leisure, highlight-
ing the colloquial recognition of it as "time left over." For purposes of the book, however,
Kleiber defines leisure as "the combination of free time and the expectation of preferred
experience" (p. 3); that is, freedom and intrinsic motivation characterize leisure. Kleiber
addresses individual differences, explaining that freedom is a relative term: "free" to one person
is not necessarily "free" to another. Further, "freedom should not be equated with choice, nor is
it always a reflection of control" (p. 7). This understanding of freedom is the first of many
important theoretical issues raised by the author that have implications for practitioners and
researchers. The preface and first chapter also strongly remind the reader that all theory needs to
be taken with a grain of salt, keeping in mind individual differences. If leisure cannot consistently
be defined, how can practice and research consistently have theory applied to them? Yet, Kleiber
advocates that a deeper understanding of the role of freely chosen, intrinsically motivating
activities in human development will aid in understanding why leisure professionals do what
they do and why it is so important.

Chapter 2, "Development, Motivation, and Leisure," provides a brief overview of the study
of development and how it relates specifically to leisure. The major themes of this chapter, which
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in turn then guide the rest of the book, are that leisure provides the freedom for self-expression
and that "development can be at least partially self-directed." The notion that one can have
influence over one's own development has several implications for practice and research,
especially in TR and youth development. Experimentation, exploration, and expression—major
uses of leisure—play direct roles in human development.

Chapter 3 addresses how normal developmental changes throughout life affect leisure
behavior. General trends over the lifespan, as well as changes specific to childhood, adolescence,
and adulthood, are examined. While Kleiber explains well the role of historical context as a
moderator in the development-leisure relationship, the social science perspective of the book
prevents a discussion of the role of biological development in determining leisure behavior
(except for a brief discussion of early infancy). Kleiber also addresses well, and in an interesting
way, identity formation issues in adolescence. Those interested in other domains such as civic
and moral development, however, will have to consult other sources.

Chapter 4, "Socialization Through Play and Leisure Activity," emphasizes the importance of
leisure activities in one's attempt to balance self-interest and community integration. Often
critical of the freedom- and intrinsic motivation-reducing aspects of structured recreation,
Kleiber acknowledges the roles of activities in skill and social development. A discussion of how
women and people with disabilities frequently use leisure activities to actively change society
and culture is heartening. Perhaps more attention, however, could be given to prevention and
assets-based theory currently driving so many youth programs.

Chapter 5, "Leisure Experience and the Formation of Identity," again emphasizes individual
differences and historical perspectives in what Kleiber believes to be a (if not the) primary
developmental function of leisure participation. An outline of what must occur in leisure to
enhance identity development and a discussion of the role of leisure in relating people to others
and to the world at large are among the numerous issues that researchers and practitioners will
find beneficial.

Chapter 6, "Personal Expressiveness and the Transcendence of Negative Life Events,"
explains how leisure can play an important part in coping with trauma such as date rape and
spinal cord injury. Focusing on case studies from several studies, the chapter failed to contribute
much in the way of theory, but its implications for leisure activities as a forum for personal
expression and life change should not be lost on the practitioner. TR professionals especially
should benefit from the discussion of the role of diversionary activities and escapism.

Chapter 7, "Self-Renewal and Generativity in Middle Age," presents an informative look at
leisure in mid-life. An inclusion of gender influences on the issue shapes the examination of the
conflict between social concern and individual expression that Erik Erikson claimed to the major
task of this life stage. Generativity, or "establishing and guiding the next generation" (p. 145),
is a major focus of the chapter; mentoring and volunteering roles of middle-aged people are
examined in this regard. Kleiber's discussion of the beginnings of disengagement segues nicely
into the final chapter.

Chapter 8, "Engagement, Disengagement, and Integration in Later Life," takes a unique
perspective in describing leisure's role in continuing development rather than its role in
preparing for death. Numerous theories presented are of great value to those interested in older
populations. Providing opportunities for reminiscence, connectedness, and selective disengage-
ment from activities are discussed as means to achieving dignity and continuing development in
later life. A focus on continuity leads to an emphasis on activities that provide for self-expression
and meaning. Especially for this population, the leisure-health connection is vital to well being.
Again, however, the delimitations of the book's social science perspective preclude discussion
of biological factors.
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Overall, Leisure Experience and Human Development represents an important contribution to
the field. Kleiber's personal and folksy (even when invoking scientific ideas) style of writing is
engaging and emphasizes the unique importance of each chapter in creating the whole picture.
Even those who work with or study only older populations, for example, will benefit from
reading the entire book. Each section builds on those before it. The organization of the book,
therefore, is representative of the lifespan approach that characterizes its content.

Kleiber's candid evaluations of leisure demonstrate that leisure may not always be beneficial.
A book-long examination of the good, the bad, and the ugly of structured activities should make
recreation professionals step back and evaluate just what their programs are trying to accomplish.
And the focus on identity development throughout the lifespan helps leisure professionals realize
why their field is so important: people value leisure for the opportunities it presents for personal
expressiveness. This approach is a definite strength of the book. Unfortunately, especially for
those interested in TR, Kleiber does not carry the approach further to address developmental
issues concerning people with disabilities. Nonetheless, the presented theories provide the
foundations of leisure behavior, including those integral to TR. For example, the discussions of
self-determination are key to many theoretical and practical applications in TR, regardless of the
population served.

The concepts covered in this book are relevant to all branches of the field. Those specializing
in outdoor recreation, commercial recreation, tourism, public recreation, and youth services are
all likely to reap much from this book. Just as important, Leisure Experience and Human
Development would be a valuable resource to those outside the field who are interested in the role
of leisure in their lives, professions, and fields of study.

Reviewed by: Jesse Ellis, graduate student, Penn State University.
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